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ENCYCLOP>EDIA BRITANNICA
ONLY GENUINE AMERICAN REPRINT

Two Dollars and a Half {$2.50) per Volume in Cloth Binding
Three Dollars and a Half {$3.50\ per Volume in Half Morocco Gilt

Twanty-fiva Volumes in Complete Set

REASONS WHY WE DEFY COMPETITION
1. The American Reprint of the EiicycIop:edia Britannica, Ninth Edition, is the ONLY

REPRINT faithfully and completely reproducing the original British work.
2. It is the ONLY REPRINT that is clearly printed on fine paper with electrotype plates

made from large, clear tjjpe, and not from reduced photographic plates on cheap paper, with
blurred, uneven impressions, as are all other Reprints of the Encyclopjedia Britannica.

.S. It is the ONLY REPRINT acknowledged by the agentsofthe English publishers to be
accurate and " licensed."

A. It contains more, larger and finer maps than any other Edition of the Encyclop;v;dia
Britannica.

5. It is the ONLY EDITION that has been revised by a staff of American scholars to point
out discrepancies and errors in the original text: the only p;;dition that has notes and supple-
mental pages on American subjects; the only Edition that, by means of foot notes, keeps the
text completed to date of present publication; and the only Edition that supplies a copious and
efficient index to the whole work.

6. Our additions .tnd improvements are copyrighted and cannot be reproduced in the
United States without our consent.

7. We have spent thousands of dollars on the purely literary work ol revising our Edition.
of adding new articles and new maps, of annotating and of supplying references to it, andwe
are now offering to the public a larger bulk of matter and a finer quality of scholarship for less
money than the publishers of any other Encyclopccdia whatever.

Therefore those who wish an accurate reproduction of the Encyclopaedia Britannica with
large additions and the fullest reference apparatus at the lowest cost, should give their orders
to our agents, for they alone can furnish our superior Edition.

MAXWELL SOMMERVILLE, Publisher

Philadelphia, Pa.


